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Introduction
Full details of the requirements for this unit are published in the specification, available to
download from the Edexcel website, along with supporting materials across all four units. In
unit 4, candidates sit an examination during which they respond to focus questions around
the chosen text for Sections A and B and the live theatre experience for section C.
The choice of text for Sections A and B remain the same for the life of the specification Lysistrata or Doctor Faustus or Woyzeck - and candidates respond to the chosen text
from the viewpoint of a director preparing a production of the play.
Section A is about rehearsal with an extract from the chosen text to focus responses, and
Section B is about bringing the text to life for an audience in performance. Both sections are
supported by annotated copies of the text, prepared through structured workshop activities
instigated within centres.
For Section C, candidates respond to a live production of a play originally written and
performed in one of the other stated time periods for this unit - see page 48 of the
specification. Candidates view the production as an informed member of the audience and
need to recognise the historical context of the original performance of the play in order to
access the higher levels of marks in the examination. For the life of this specification
‘live’ means live and the expectation is that candidates will evaluate the
experience as a member of an audience sharing the same space as the perfomers.
Historical Context is a key feature of this unit - indeed, of the specification - particularly
with reference to responses in Section B and Section C. Candidates who are not able to
demonstrate an accurate understanding of the historical context of the text explored or of
the live production seen will not be able to access the higher levels in the mark scheme,
particularly Levels 4 and 5.
In this series, more than any other to date, examiners reported a significant number of
historical references that were inaccurate. Not only does the candidate have to be able
to integrate an understanding of original performance conditions in responses, but also
this original performance conditions referencing must also be acccuarate as far as we can
reasonably be expected to know.
As stated in all previous reports, there is an expectation from examiners that candidates
have prepared for the examination. Candidates must take into the examination room
annotated copies of the chosen text to support Section A and B responses and Research
Notes to support Section C responses. The demands of the unit, therefore, are around
candidates responding to the specifics of the question, designed to help them to focus their
answers, rather than offering a generalised overview based too closely on the the materials
that have been pre-prepared. The published mark scheme indicates where examiners must
make decisions around responses that read too much as if they have been lifted too much
from the notes candidates have with them. It is a difficult balance for centres - too much
supporting material could result in too much copying in the examination; too little will not
be useful or meaningful for candidates. For further information about ‘annotation’ there are
FAQs on the Edexcel website that cover all aspects of the specification and for further unit
support there will be a series of online feedback sessions available from the autumn term.
In this series of the examination, there is clear evidence that a large number of candidates
has been well-prepared for the demands of this unit, particularly when looking for evidence
of connecting to the historical context and concepts in Section B that actually make both
artistic and historical sense. The popularity of texts has, for the first time in the life of the
specification, shifted with Woyzeck slightly more popular than Lysistrata and Doctor
Faustus proving to be by far the least popular choice - but often the most successfully
answered! Further and specific details are included in the body of this report but examiners
have reported the following in this series:
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Woyzeck. Centres are reminded that Section B is about candidates in the role of director
exploring a 21st century interpretation of the text, not presenting ideas for a ‘new play’
based on the original. There was clear evidence in this series of candidates having taken
influence from Punchdrunk’s ‘The Drowned Man’ - not in itself an inappropriate thing
to do - but then, in the same way as Punchdrunk did, creating a whole new experience
based on Buchner’s play, not, as the specification requires, offering ideas for a production
of the original. There were interesting and well-considered responses that demonstrated
an understanding of the original performance context in response to the chosen question
but, alongside each one of these there was also the response that wanted to place the
performance ‘in a supermarket because people understand supermarkets and, instead of
Woyzeck stabbing Marie and disappearing with her into the lake, they would be carried off
on the checkout conveyer belt’. Another example of a candidate not fully appreciating the
theatrical experience had the audience strapped in to remote controlled seats that could
be elevated at speed at the flick of a switch and when reaching a great height would flip
back to a horizontal position to alienate the audience and make them feel alarmed and
afraid. Examiners reported that the most successful responses were often the most straight
forward, driven by a clear relevant concept, with the Point, Evidence Explain appraoch
proving successful for many.
Lysistrata. As stated in previous reports, there is little merit in exploring this text through
a concept that conjours up rival schools (typically boys versus girls), a thinly-veiled reimagining of ‘Grease’, the Olympics, rival football teams or, setting it in various time periods
in the past -including Medieval England - that the ‘audience can relate to’. ‘Chicago in
the roaring twenties’ seemed popular this year, with some responses in this vein more
successful than others. Gang warfare in London - and Los Angeles - also provided mixed
opportunities for candidates who often appeared to struggle with the bigger picture of the
production. There were numerous variations on conflicts past and present from around the
world, including Russia and Ukraine, Syria and, closer to home, the Scottish Referendum.
One of the more unusual concepts was based on Question Time but, having stated this, the
candidate did appear to struggle to justify the performance in relation to the original - both
past and present. It is one thing for candidates to clearly state the when and the why; it is
another thing for them to carry this through with well-researched and accurate details in
their response. The ‘Carry on Cowboy’ concept seemed popular this year but, quite often
these responses showed a distinct lack of understanding of the original performance context
and the purpose of the play as we understand it. As a number of candidates did note, this
play is not ‘just a sex comedy’. There is a real political purpose in Aristophanes’ writing and
any analysis of the script will detect quite clearly, references to war, money and sex, but in
almost equal measure. The play and its purpose are much bigger than a large number of
candidates seem to have given it credit for - which is, of course, why it has been chosen as
a suitable text for this level of study. Examiners report that there seems to have been an
increase in this series of candidates offering responses to this text that fail to demonstrate
an understanding of its historical purpose. The most successful responses were often the
most straight forward, driven by a clear, relevant concept, with the Point, Evidence, Explain
approach proving successful for many.
Doctor Faustus. This text was the least popular of the three but it was, as reported by
examiners, often treated with the most respect in terms of referencing its historical context
in relation to the chosen question. Some concepts struggled to convince - Faustus as the
‘Head Boy of a public school’, for example - whilst others took major themes of the original
and successfully transposed them on to a hedonistic 21st century society. Faustus in various
interpretations took on various guises but, overall, there were clear connecting examples
that demonstrated an understanding of the purpose of a production that would engage a
21st century audience. Often candidates looked at site-specific productions with religious
buildings providing them with an opportunity to reinforce the divine elements of the play
for their twenty-first century audience. The most successful responses were often the
most straight forward, driven by a clear relevant concept, with the Point, Evidence, Explain
approach proving successful for many.
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For all three texts the vast majority of candidates offered updated contexts for productions
and, with a few notable exceptions, these were successfully explored in the responses and
offered opportunities for candidates to make the necessary connections and to access the
higher levels of marks.
In Section A, across all three texts, examiners reported a mixed response this year,
with candidates struggling to engage with the demands of the questions in relation to the
given extract. There was, in many cases, a real sense of the ‘prepared techniques’ from
centres that had to be applied to the question, no matter what it was specifically looking
for. There appeared  to be a lack of understanding of the purpose of rehearsal from some
candidates - sending actors out to get drunk in order to explore the relationship between
the two Athenians, for example, or ‘having my actors watching other performances to see
how it is done’ - with responses apparently lifted straight from the annotated texts without
due reference to the specific demands of the question. Examiners reported an increase this
year in candidates repeating techniques across the section. Whilst there is nothing in the
specification to say that this cannot be done, what it did in reality was give the impression
that knowledge of the rehearsal process was limited and formulaic. The most popular
techniques across all texts this series appear to have been: Animalisation, Status Cards
and Bamboo Canes. Some candidates, it is reported from examiners, were not able to
convince that the chosen techniques/methods/strategies were appropriate for the response.
Worryingly, examiners reported an increase in candidates writing about performance, not
rehearsal for part c) of Section A. It is clear in the specification and in previous reports that
Section A is about rehearsal, not performance, but for a large number of candidates the 10
marks for this question were lost because they wrote about performance, not rehearsal.
Examiners reported that b) overall was the most successfully answered part to this
question, possibly because it uses the phrase ‘rehearsal techniques’. Centres are reminded
that candidates must be made aware that the whole of Section A is focused on rehearsal
and marks are awarded on this basis.
In Section B, across all three texts where candidates were not able to access marks above
Level 3, this was primarily due to there being no connection made in the response to the
play’s original performance context. Due to this requirement not being met, even though
there were a lot of highly imaginative responses that were challenging theatrically and
responding to the demands of the question they were unable to access the higher levels of
marks.
The pairing of questions in Section B followed the same pattern as in all previous series.
One question asks for candidates to develop ideas around a specific aspect of their
production - in this case actors in two central roles - while the other question has more
of an overview and enables candidates to choose the focus of the response - in this case
around production methods used. In this series, the overview question was by far the more
popular choice for candidates across all three texts. For both questions examiners reported
instances of candidates presenting the ‘prepared answer, taken directly from their annotated
scripts’, with little reference to the actual demands of the question. In some cases, not
only was there the ‘prepared answer’ but, also, the ‘prepared centre answer’ where almost
identical phrasing, expressions and examples were offered across a number of responses
from the centre. Whilst there is nothing to stop centres having the same concept, in reality
this appears to have inhibited candidates in a number of cases and, in presenting overrehearsed responses, they were often unable to move their responses into the higher levels
of the mark bands.
Another specific feature of this series noted by examiners was of candidates presenting
clear examples from their production ideas - key moments - but then not framing these
within an overall concept, leaving examiners struggling to visualise what the production as
a whole would do to have the desired impact on the audience. In some cases, the examples
were so disjointed that they appeared to be from different productions of the play.
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Well-considered and well-structured responses that enabled candidates to access the
higher levels of marks in this section were often led by an understanding of the play’s
original performance context that drove ideas around the proposed production and enabled
candidates to justify decisions made. There is no doubt that a strong, relevant concept is
key to accessing the higher levels of marks in this section. Candidates need to understand
where the text has come from in order to be able to demonstrate where it is going. The
section is about a production of the chosen text, it is not about creating an adaptation of it.
In Section B there appeared to be an increase this year of candidates wanting to
stage their production of the chosen text to resemble as closely as possible the original
performance context. This was, in many cases, quite refreshing to see and made the
whole process more straight forward for candidates as concepts had ‘in-built’ references
to the play’s original performance context. There is nothing in the specification to say that
candidates must try to reinvent the wheel as far as a production for a 21st century audience
is concerned -  we have the wheel; we are just looking for a vehicle to put it on.
Responses in Section C were mixed but, overall, stronger than responses in Section B
again this series. Where candidates were not able to access the higher levels of marks this
was mainly due to them reporting the experience rather than evaluating it, or not offering
responses to the question but simply presenting information from their notes. Examiners
reported an increase in over-prepared responses that appeared to inhibit candidates when
addressing the specific question and, like for Section B, examples of the ‘centre response’
where exactly the same phrases, examples, quotes and references were made by all of the
candidates from the centre.
Where responses were considered, balanced and responding to the question, however,
offering clear opinions as an informed member of the audience, candidates were able to
access Level 4 or Level 5 in the mark scheme and demonstrated an enthusiastic response
to the live theatre experience in relation to the demands of this unit. In a significant
number of cases, candidates were accessing the higher levels of marks in Section C but
were struggling in Level 2 or Level 3 of Section B. The main reason for this appears to be
that candidates could not see a connection between the demands of responses in Section C
and the demands of responses in Section B to reference the original performance context/
conditions. For up to 30 marks in both of these sections, clear and explicit reference to the
play’s original performance context/conditions must be evident.
In Section C the pairing of questions followed the established pattern for this unit. One
question started with a statement and invited candidates to respond to it, the other question
focused on a specific aspect of the production - in this case the impact of the director. In
this series, the second question (Question 11 on the examination paper) was by far the
more popular choice for candidates. Candidates choosing Question 10 often struggled to
connect to the specifics of the statement, presenting, for example their prepared response
without due reference to ‘young people’, while responses to Question 11 were, on the whole,
more successful at engaging with the question there were cases, again, of the prepared
answer that did not, for example, give the names of key figures in the production, including,
at times, the director under discussion.
Section C questions, by necessity, have to be fairly generic in order to cover the three
possible time periods for this unit but they also need to be specific enough in order to
enable candidates to offer responses, no matter what production they have seen. Examiners
report in this series far fewer examples of candidates having seen productions of plays
that are outside the published time periods. There were, however, examples of candidates
evaluating Northern Ballet’s production of ‘Romeo and Juliet’ and Verdi’s Opera of ‘Macbeth’
and a new play, based on the Trojan Women called ‘The Last Days of Troy’, none of which
met the criteria for this unit.
Shakespeare dominated the section again this year, with ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’
being by far the most popular production(s) evaluated. Other productions this year included
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‘King Lear’, ‘Hamlet’, ‘A Comedy of Errors’, ‘Twelfth Night’, ‘Titus Andronicus’, ‘Henry IV
Part 1’, ‘Richard II’ and ‘Henry V’. Away from Shakespeare, there were evaluations of, for
example, ‘Woyzeck’ (for candidates not exploring it in Sections A and B), ‘Ghosts’, ‘Hedda
Gabler’, ‘Medea’, ‘Antigone’, ‘Spring Awakening’ and ‘A Doll’s House’.
Examiners report an increase this series in candidates including quotes in their Section C
responses from, for example, theatre critics. directors and actors. A well-placed quote like a well-placed and annotated diagram or sketch - can be really helpful in supporting
a developing discussion and, where used in this way, was seen to be effective. There
were, however, a number of cases of candidates peppering responses with quotes but not
commenting on them or referencing them in the narrative so it became difficult to work out
what the candidate actually thought.
Because of the choice of texts for Sections A and B, the vast majority of responses in this
section were to productions of plays by Shakespeare.
The vast majority of candidates appear to have completed responses in the time allowed
and completed responses within the booklet without the need for additional sheets. Those
who did need additional sheets, however, did not always access the higher levels of marks
as, often, these responses became rambling and unfocused in an attempt, it seemed,
to get as much information down as possible in the hope of accessing more marks. The
pages in the booklet have been compiled with an expectation of the maximum amount a
candidate can be expected to write in a two and a half hour examination. Taking the size of
handwriting into account, there is no expectation for candidates to write beyond the given
space in the booklet in order to be able to access the higher levels of marks.
On the other hand examiners reported that there were instances in this series of candidates
whose responses were so brief in Sections B and C that they were not able to sufficiently
develop their ideas in order to enable them to access the higher levels of marks. Candidates
who had clearly been prepared for the demands of the examination were able to respond
within the time and space effectively, giving themselves every chance to access the higher
levels of marks.
Overall, there was evidence of candidates having a clear understanding of the chosen
text in Sections A and B and of the play seen in performance for Section C. The extracts
from work that follow in this report represent a broad view of responses across all three
sections of the unit. They are included to help demonstrate particular features of the 2014
series of this examination and should be read in the context of the brief commentary that is
included with each extract. Not all texts are covered in Sections A and B, in the same way
as not all productions can be covered in Section C, but the application of the mark scheme
is the same no matter what the focus might be. For further guidance beyond the remit of
this report there are responses for all three texts with commentary from the 2012 series of
examinations on the Edexcel website.
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Question 1
This question looks at rehearsing an extract from the final moments of the play, with the
focus of the question in its 3 parts covering a specific stage direction, a specific relationship
within the extract and exploring visual, spatial and aural opportunities within the
extract. The structure of the three part question follows the established structure for this
unit, with the focus of each part of the question for the marks available clearly indicated.
For up to 4 marks, for example, candidates have to indicate two ways of exploring the given
stage direction, with reasons. For up to 6 marks in b) candidates are asked to consider
three appropriate rehearsal techniques to explore the relationship between First and Second
Athenian in the extract and for up to 10 marks candidates are asked to explain how they
intend to work on exploring visual, spatial and aural opportunities within the extract.
All three parts of this question are about rehearsal and candidates who were able to access
the higher levels of marks in this Section were able to do so by clearly defining what it is
they were going to do and the intention behind it. Candidates who were less successful
often simply listed techniques/methods/strategies and their general purpose in rehearsal
without actually specifically applying them to the given extract - or, for example, the
relationship between First and Second Athenian in b).
Examiners report that the main reason for candidates not accessing the higher marks in
c) was because the responses were performance focused, not rehearsal focused. Where
candidates were writing about rehearsal, they often only offered three examples of what
they would do and responses were not sufficiently developed for up to 10 marks to earn
more than 5 or 6.
Two things candidates need to consider when responding in this section:
• is the response explicitly connected to the extract?
• is the response specifically about rehearsal?
This response covers all three parts of the question, with the candidate engaging in
rehearsal ideas that are directly related to the extract. In order to earn marks in this
section, candidates need to demonstrate an understanding of not only the rehearsal process
but also the specifics of the extract and the question.
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Question 2
This question looks at rehearsing an extract from the final moments of the play, with the
focus of the question in its 3 parts covering a specific stage direction, a specific relationship
within the extract and exploring visual, spatial and aural opportunities within the
extract. The structure of the three part question follows the established structure for this
unit, with the focus of each part of the question for the marks available clearly indicated.
For up to 4 marks, for example, candidates have to indicate two ways of exploring the given
stage direction, with reasons. For up to 6 marks in b) candidates are asked to consider
three appropriate rehearsal techniques to explore the relationship between Faustus and the
Scholars in the extract and for up to 10 marks candidates are asked to explain how they
intend to work on exploring visual, spatial and aural opportunities within the extract.
All three parts of this question are about rehearsal and candidates who were able to access
the higher levels of marks in this Section were able to do so by clearly defining what it is
they were going to do and the intention behind it. Candidates who were less successful
often simply listed techniques/methods/strategies and their general purpose in rehearsal
without actually specifically applying them to the given extract - or, for example, the
relationship between Faustus and the Scholars in b).
Examiners report that the main reason for candidates not accessing the higher marks in
c) was because the responses were performance focused, not rehearsal focused. Where
candidates were writing about rehearsal, they often only offered three examples of what
they would do and responses were not sufficiently developed for up to 10 marks to earn
more than 5 or 6.
Two things candidates need to consider when responding in this section:
• is the response explicitly connected to the extract?
• is the response specifically about rehearsal?
Responses to this question were broadly in line with those for Question 1 and Question 3
and it is worth having a look at those two questions in this report to see the kind of things
that candidates were earning marks for.
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Question 3
This question looks at rehearsing an extract from the final moments of the play, with the
focus of the question in its 3 parts covering a specific stage direction, a specific relationship
within the extract and exploring visual, spatial and aural opportunities within the
extract. The structure of the three part question follows the established structure for this
unit, with the focus of each part of the question for the marks available clearly indicated.
For up to 4 marks, for example, candidates have to indicate two ways of exploring the given
stage direction, with reasons. For up to 6 marks in b) candidates are asked to consider three
appropriate rehearsal techniques to explore the relationship between The Doctor and The
Captain in the extract and for up to 10 marks candidates are asked to explain how they
intend to work on exploring visual, spatial and aural opportunities within the extract.
All three parts of this question are about rehearsal and candidates who were able to access
the higher levels of marks in this Section were able to do so by clearly defining what it is
they were going to do and the intention behind it. Candidates who were less successful
often simply listed techniques/methods/strategies and their general purpose in rehearsal
without actually specifically applying them to the given extract - or, for example, the
relationship between The Doctor and The Captain in b).
Examiners report that the main reason for candidates not accessing the higher marks in
c) was because the responses were performance focused, not rehearsal focused. Where
candidates were writing about rehearsal, they often only offered three examples of what
they would do and responses were not sufficiently developed for up to 10 marks to earn
more than 5 or 6.
Two things candidates need to consider when responding in this section:
is the response explicitly connected to the extract?
is the response specifically about rehearsal?
This is a high scoring (17-20) response in this section, with the candidate clearly aware
of the way a director may engage with a company during rehearsal in order to develop
approaches to characters to eventually engage an audience.
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Question 4
This question, along with 6 and 8, was the more popular choice of two for Section B
responses in this series of the examination. The question gives scope for candidates to
select the focus of their response as long as it is meeting the demands of the question
and gives them an opportunity to reference the original performance context of the play.
Examiners reported a large number of candidates who did not consider the specifics of the
question - ‘production methods’ and ‘to communicate your ideas’ and ‘original performance
context’ - but offered what was very much a prepared and, in a lot of cases, well-rehearsed,
response that actually did not meet the reqirements of the question and became something
of a list that ticked the boxes but did not indicate a throughline of thought as far as the
proposed production as a whole was concerned.
The key word in this question is the word justify and candidates who were able to recognise
this were also able to present well-structured, well-considered responses that often
accessed Level 4 or Level 5. Examiners reported some well-considered and imaginative
responses that made no reference - or very little reference - to the play’s original
performance context and were therefore struggling in the Level 2 and Level 3 areas. Whilst
these responses were justified in terms of the theatrical experience for the audience,
they were not justified in terms of demonstrating an understanding of the play’s original
performance context within the ideas presented for the proposed production.
This is a confident response to the question and demonstrates a clear connection between
the play’s original performance context, the question and the proposed production. It not
only goes back to the roots of the play, but also to the specifics of this particular translation
and makes very clear topical references, particularly around the idea of conflict.
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Question 5
This question, along with 7 and 9 was the less popular of the choice in Section B in this
series. The demands of the question are very specific - actors in two central roles - and this
could be the reason why a large number of candidates chose not to respond to it. Those
who did attempt it, examiners report, appeared to fall into two camps:
•

those who clearly defined the actors in two central roles within the context of the
production as a whole and with clear reference to the differences/similarities in relation
to the play’s original performance context. There was a clear sense of the production
as a whole and of the way the candidate as director would engage the actors within an
overall concept for the production.

•

those who described the actors in the role - what they would be wearing, for example,
what lighting would be used and what the settings would be like - but, crucially, little or
very little information about the production as a whole, other actors in other roles and
without any reference to the play’s original performance context.

Clearly at this level of study the examination is demanding more from candidates than
copying from the annotated script in order to access the higher levels of marks. It would
appear that numbers of candidates offered information in response to this question that
was highly descriptive and not sufficiently focused on the demands of the question. Some
candidates ignored the question altogether and described the production, often with
reference to the play’s original performance conditions but with no specific connection made
to the question itself. Some candidates wrote about one actor in a central role and were
therefore not able to access the higher levels of marks; others wrote about a number of
actors and it was not clear where the focus of their response should be.     
Some candidates chose the chorus - either male or female - as a central role and examiners
accepted this. Most obvious choices were Lysistrata, Magistrate, Cinesias and Myrrhine
with, possibly, Lysistrata and Magistrate the most popular combination. As with responses
in questions 7 and 9, the most successful responses here were those that were able to lead
with the specific demands of the question but also had an eye on the bigger picture and how
actors in these two central roles contributed to the director’s interpretation of the production
as a whole. See question 9 for an example of a candidate exploring this question.
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Question 6
This question, along with 4 and 8, was the more popular choice of two for Section B
responses in this series of the examination. The question gives scope for candidates to
select the focus of their response as long as it is meeting the demands of the question
and gives them an opportunity to reference the original performance context of the play.
Examiners reported a large number of candidates who did not consider the specifics of the
question - ‘production methods’ and ‘to communicate your ideas’ and ‘original performance
context’ - but offered what was very much a prepared and in a lot of cases, well-rehearsed
response that actually did not meet the reqirements of the question and became something
of a list that ticked the boxes but did not indicate a throughline of thought as far as the
proposed production as a whole was concerned.
The key word in this question is the word justify and candidates who were able to recognise
this were also able to present well-structured, well-considered responses that often
accessed Level 4 or Level 5. Examiners reported some well-considered and imaginative
responses that made no reference - or very little reference - to the play’s original
performance context and were therefore struggling in the Level 2 and Level 3 areas. Whilst
these responses were justified in terms of the theatrical experience for the audience,
they were not justified in terms of demonstrating an understanding of the play’s original
performance context within the ideas presented for the proposed production.
This is a well-considered, well-structured and knowledgeable response that demonstrates an
understanding of the play’s original performance context and sets out ideas for the proposed
production that are confident.
There are challenges here in the casino setting that must be addressed as the response
develops but, unfotunately, it is so brief that it does not sufficiently develop in order to
enable the candidate to access the higher levels of marks.
This response was placed in Level 3 - just.
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Question 7
This question, along with 5 and 9 was one of the less popular of the choice in Section B in
this series. The demands of the question are very specific - actors in two central roles - and
this could be the reason why a large number of candidates chose not to respond to it. Those
who did attempt it, examiners report, appeared to fall into two camps:
•

those who clearly defined the actors in two central roles within the context of the
production as a whole and with clear reference to the differences/similarities in relation
to the play’s original performance context. There was a clear sense of the production
as a whole and of the way the candidate as director would engage the actors within an
overall concept for the production.

•

those who described the actors in the role - what they would be wearing, for example,
what lighting would be used and what the settings would be like - but, crucially, little or
very little information about the production as a whole, other actors in other roles and
without any reference to the play’s original performance context.

Clearly at this level of study the examination is demanding more from candidates than
copying from the annotated script in order to access the higher levels of marks. It would
appear that numbers of candidates offered information in response to this question that
was highly descriptive and not sufficiently focused on the demands of the question. Some
candidates ignored the question altogether and described the production, often with
reference to the play’s original performance context but with no specific connection made
to the question itself. Some candidates wrote about one actor in a central role and were
therefore not able to access the hgiher levels of marks; others wrote about a number of
actors and it was not clear where the focus of their response should be.     
Some candidates for this question cited the Seven Deadly Sins as central role and within
the context of the response examiners accepted this. The most popular combination
from candidates was Faustus and Mephistopheles and those that were able to access the
higher levels of marks were able to place the actors in the two central roles within an
overall and recognisable cocncept for a 21st century production that clearly referenced an
understanding of the play’s original performance context. See question 9 for a candidate
exploring this question.
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Question 8
This question, along with 4 and 6, was the more popular choice of two for Section B
responses in this series of the examination. The question gives scope for candidates to
select the focus of their response as long as it is meeting the demands of the question
and gives them an opportunity to reference the original performance context of the play.
Examiners reported a large number of candidates who did not consider the specifics of the
question - ‘production methods’ and ‘to communicate your ideas’ and ‘original performance
context’ - but offered what was very much a prepared and in a lot of cases, well-rehearsed
response that actually did not meet the requirements of the question and became
something of a list that ticked the boxes but did not indicate a throughline of thought as far
as the proposed production as a whole was concerned.
The key word in this question is the word justify and candidates who were able to recognise
this were also able to present well-structured, well-considered responses that often
accessed Level 4 or Level 5. Examiners reported some well-considered and imaginative
responses that made no reference - or very little reference - to the play’s original
performance context and were therefore struggling in the Level 2 and Level 3 areas. Whilst
these responses were justified in terms of the theatrical experience for the audience,
they were not justified in terms of demonstrating an understanding of the play’s original
performance context within the ideas presented for the proposed production.
This is a clear response to the question, taking the reader through production methods that
would be employed to bring the production to life for a 21st century audience, with due
reference to the play’s original performance context.
There are some throwaway comments that detract slightly form the overall strengths of the
writing at times but there is much here to commend this reponse.
This reponse was placed in Level 5 - just.
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Question 9
This question, along with 5 and 7 was the less popular of the choice in Section B in this
series. The demands of the question are very specific - actors in two central roles - and this
could be the reason why a large number of candidates chose not to respond to it. Those
who did attempt it, examiners report, appeared to fall into two camps:
•

those who clearly defined the actors in two central roles within the context of the
production as a whole and with clear reference to the differences/similarities in relation
to the play’s original performance conditions. There was a clear sense of the production
as a whole and of the way the candidate as director would engage the actors within an
overall concept for the production.

•

those who described the actors in the role - what they would be wearing, for example,
what lighting would be used and what the settings would be like - but crucially, little or
very little information about the production as a whole, other actors in other roles and
without any reference to the play’s original performance conditions.

Clearly at this level of study the examination is demanding more from candidates than
copying from the annotated script in order to access the higher levels of marks. It would
appear that numbers of candidates offered information in response to this question that
was highly descriptive and not sufficiently focused on the demands of the quesion. Some
candidates ignored the question altogether and described the production, often with
reference to the play’s original performance conditions but with no specific connection made
to the question itself. Some candidates wrote about one actor in a central role and were
therefore not able to access the higher levels of marks; others wrote about a number of
actors and it was not clear where the focus of their response should be.
Some candidates wrote about one actor playing both Woyzeck and Andres and attempted
their responses on this basis. Whilst an interesting idea in itself, these answers were about
one actor in a central role, not two.     
This response has been included because it is a clear example of two ways a candidate
has not been able to access the higher levels of marks in this section. Firstly, the response
is quite brief. For up to 30 marks in this unit, there is an expectation that candidates
should be aiming to fill the available space in the booklet. There is no expectation, however,
that candidates should have to exceed the available space in order to access the full range
of marks available.
Secondly, the candidate takes little notice of the specific demands of this question
which is about two actors in two central roles, and writes about one actor in two central
roles - Woyzeck and Andres. Whilst it is perfectly feasible that the candidate could have
written about Woyzeck/Andres and the actor playing Marie, for example, the candidate
chose not to do so.
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This response was potentially a high scoring response but it earned a mark in Level 2.
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Question 10
The question starts with a statement and this statement should focus the response to
the question. Examiners reported that, for a number of candidates tackling this question,
it appeared that they either ignored it altogether or responded to part of it, ignoring the
‘young people’ and writing about a more general ‘twenty-first century’ audience. Often
these responses then went into the prepared answer and it was difficult for examiners
to award marks in the higher levels because of this. Successful candidates really got to
grips with the statement - some quite indignant in their responses, stating quite clearly
that ‘as a young person myself I will demonstrate in this essay that I do understand the
relevance of theatre’. Most candidates who attempted this question disagreed with this
statement and were able to offer opinions based around the live theatre experience and an
understanding of the play’s original performance conditions. Often candidates were able to
offer a considered and balanced response, moving across the live experience, the historical
conditions and the statement.
This response scored a mark in Level 5. It is confident and makes the connections between
the statement, the live experince of ‘Twelfth Night’ and relevant connections to the play’s
original performance conditions. This is an example of a candidate who has been prepared
for the demands of this examination but who has also been given the freedom to take
ownership of the response in the examination.
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Question 11
This question asks the candidate to focus on the impact of the director on the production
they have seen. It was by far the more popular choice in this section in this series. The
question produced responses across a range of productions that clearly demonstrated an
understanding of the role of the director in the 21st century, and made relevant connections
to the play’s original performance conditions.
Less-successful responses appeared to ignore the question and simply present what
appeared to be the ‘prepared answer’ with little or no regard to what the question was
actually demanding of them. In some cases, the name of the director was not even
mentioned and at this level of study, in order to access the higher levels of marks
candidates should be referencing named people connected to the production, including the
names of actors, not just their character names.
This is a confident, well-structured and coherent response, demonstrating knowledge of the
play’s original performance conditions in relation to the live performance seen. This is an
outstanding example of a candidate who has been well-preapred for the examination, but
allowed sufficient freedom to take ownership of the response.
The points are made well, the structure of the response allows the candidate to take and
develop the arguments around the impact of the director on the live production in relation
to how it was in the original.
This is clearly a Level 5 response.
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Paper Summary
To draw this report to a conclusion, it is perhaps helpful to go back to the beginning. This
unit is an A Level written examination and there are expectations that are set out in the
specification and supported by:
•

Past papers and mark schemes and ResultsPlus.

•

FAQs on the edexcel website

•

The Assessment Support Guide

•

Examples of candidate responses from 2012 on the Edexcel website

•

Examiners’ Reports from all previous series on the Edexcel website

•

Online training events from Pearson, with a focus on each individual text

Highlights of the 2014 series include:
Strong responses in Section C across a range of texts in performance that clearly
demonstrated understanding and were indeed ‘coherent and knowledgeable’.
Imaginative responses in Section B that showed engagement with the chosen text
and demonstrated an understanding of its historical context in relation to its original
performance context - particularly with Woyzeck, but also in some cases with Lysistrata
and Doctor Faustus.
Doctor Faustus
Application of rehearsal methods, strategies and techniques in Section A that demonstrated
a practical approach to exploring the given extract in order to develop the experience for
the actors. Well-structured and thoughtful responses that demonstrated the passion for the
subject that we know the candidates have that we know the candidates have:
Evidence of teaching that enabled candidates to access the unit with confidence,
commitment and knowledge.
Evidence of teaching that enabled candidates to access the unit with confidence,
commitment and knowledge.
Low points of the 2014 series include:
The number of Section B responses that did not reference or reference sufficiently the
original performance context.
Section C responses that told the story of the play.
Lack of understanding of the purpose and focus of this unit in relation to the previous series.
Overly long, rambling responses that did not enable candidates to access the higher levels
of mark.
Unfocused responses in Section A that listed rehearsal methods, strategies and techniques
with a general purpose applied to them but nothing specifically to connect them to the given
extract and/or the question.
Responses in c) of Section A that were performance focused, not rehearsal.
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Based on performance on this paper, centres are offered the following advice:
Review your choice of text in relation to the marks achieved in 2014 and the interests and
abilities of the cohort.
Find and book a suitable Section C performance as soon as possible and double check that it
meets the criteria as set out in the specification.
Start work on Unit 4 as soon as possible, looking at structuring responses, writing style and
techniques, timing responses - all connected to practical activities around sections of the
text, and perhaps linking into and supporting practical work around Unit 3.
Review the marks - and the grade boundaries - for this unit and consider why candidates
earned the marks they did - and how the new cohort might be supported towards achieving
equally well, if not better, depending of course on 2014 achievement.
Read the specification again - understand what this unit is about and how to access the
marks available.
Read the specification again - understand what this unit is about and how to access the
marks available.
Overly long, rambling responses that did not enable candidates to access the higher levels
of mark.
Unfocused responses in Section A that listed rehearsal methods, strategies and techniques
with a general purpose applied to them but nothing specifically to connect them to the given
extract and/or the question.
Responses in c) of Section A that were performance focused, not rehearsal.
Based on performance on this paper, centres are offered the following advice:
Review your choice of text in relation to the marks achieved in 2014 and the interests and
abilities of the cohort Find and book a suitable Section C performance as soon as possible
and double check that it meets the criteria as set out in the specification.
Start work on Unit 4 as soon as possible, looking at structuring responses, writing style and
techniques, timing responses - all connected to practical activities around sections of the
text, and perhaps linking into and supporting practical work around Unit 3.
Review the marks - and the grade boundaries - for this unit and consider why candidates
earned the marks they did - and how the new cohort might be supported towards achieving
equally well, if not better, depending of course on 2014 achievement.
Read the specification again - understand what this unit is about and how to access the
marks available.
Read the specification again - understand what this unit is about and how to access the
marks available.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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